TD Snap

Communicate your way

TD Snap is a flexible communication software for those with speech and language disabilities. It offers professionals and families a choice of AAC solutions to meet different needs and preferences.

Flexible
Choose the solution that best suits your communication needs.

Multi access
Access the software with your hands, your eyes or a switch.

Customizable
Simplify editing and enrich communication with powerful tools.

Speech output
Express yourself authentically with a wide choice of voices.
Page sets & tools

TD Snap page sets come with a powerful set of tools and resources to help communicators, caregivers and professionals succeed with communication, including diversity settings, an editing tool, a search tool, behavior supports, Google Assistant, QuickFires and myTobiiDynavox.

Core First*
A symbol-supported page set enabling a path to communication and literacy at any stage of language development, by Tobii Dynavox.

Text*
A page set for those who are literate or transitioning from symbol supports to literacy, by Tobii Dynavox.

Scanning*
A page set for those who use scanning as their primary access method, by Tobii Dynavox.

PODD**
A page set based on the Pragmatic Organization Dynamic Display vocabulary strategy, developed by Gayle Porter.

Gateway**
A page set based on the Gateway vocabulary strategy, developed by Joan Bruno.

Aphasia*
A page set to help adults with aphasia communicate while also supporting language recovery, by Tobii Dynavox.

* Included with purchase **In-app purchase